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Recommendation System

Discover relevant information of interest for users

Apply to plenty of scenarios such as online shopping, movie
recommendation, etc.

citation from https://vwo.com/



Content-based Filtering

Content-based filtering uses item features to recommend other
items similar to what the user likes, based on their previous actions
or explicit feedback.

citation from http://developers.google.com/



Collaborative Filtering

Current recommendation system approaches are mainly based
on collaborative filtering.

Collaborative filtering uses similarities between users and
items simultaneously to provide recommendations.

citation from https://en.wikipedia.org/



Key Issue

One of the challenging issues in recommendation systems is
the cold-start item problem.

Recommendations are needed for items that no one has yet
interacted with.

citation from DOI:10.13140/RG.2.2.27407.02725
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Cold-Start Item Recommendation

In [1], Meng et al. proposed to evaluate the similarity between
the warm items and the cold-start ones, then a user’s
preference on cold-start items can be achieved by minimizing
the Wasserstein distance between the distributions over these
two types of items.

In [2], Saveski et al. proposed a matrix factorization method
named Local Collective Embeddings, which exploits item
attributes and user historical preferences while enforcing the
manifold structure exhibited by the collective embeddings.

In [5], Misztal-Radecka et al. proposed to extend the
Doc2Vec model by building embeddings of users’ metadata
labels along with item representations.



Limitation

Current methods mainly aim to discover a latent space to
bridge the users and cold-start items.

Current methods barely consider preserving either the
interaction relationships between users and their historical
selected items or the information of original input data.

Important information may lose during the model training.



Zero-shot Learning

Cold-start recommendation is naturally similar to the zero-shot
learning, which predicts labels for instances whose classes are
unseen during training.



Zero-shot Learning

Given the attributes of training classes and training instances
with their labels, the goal is to recognize the classes that have
no overlap with the training classes of the test instances.

In the cold-start item recommendation, given training items
based on users’ preferences, we aim to recommend new items
to users who are different from training items.

In the cold-start user recommendation, given training users
with their preferences on items, we aim to recommend items
to new users who are different from training users.



Cold-start Next-item Recommendation

How to recommend a user his/her next preferred item, which has
not yet been interacted with by any users within the system ?



The Proposed Method

To exploit a hypergraph to learn latent user embedding based
on the interaction relationships between users and the
historical items

To preserve the interaction relationships between users and
the historical items and the information of original items

To capture the relationships between users and their training
items



Cold-start Next-item Recommendation
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Cold-start Next-item Recommendation

To learn the latent informative embeddings for both users and
items from the sight of zero-shot learning, so as to evaluate the
distances between users and cold-start items for recommendations.



Cold-start Next-item Recommendation

An auto-encoder network to achieve latent item embedding:

Lossg,f (M,f(g(M)))



Cold-start Next-item Recommendation

An auto-encoder network to preserve the interaction relationships
between users and the historical items so as to obtain latent user
embedding



Hypergraph



Hypergraph

The historical user interactions H is indeed an incidence
matrix whose values equal to 1 or 0, which represent the
relationship between users and historical item.

H can be regarded as a hypergraph whose hyperedges are
item-set.

H and the user representation U can form inputs of a graph
network, where we develop hypergraph convolutional
operations to learn the informative user embedding.

The propagation effective information between nodes can be
proceeded by fully exploiting the complex relationships and
local clustering structures.



Hypergraph

Hypergraph convolution operation:

U (l+1) = σ(L−1/2HΩHTL−1/2U (l)W )

L is the diagonal vertex degree matrix and B is the diagonal
hyperedge degree matrix.

Together with historical item embedding, we can decode the
hypergraph indicating the relationships between users and
historical items:

Lossq,p(H, p(Ĥ|q(Û | U,H), M̂hist))



Cold-start Next-item Recommendation

A matching network to explore the relationships between users and
their training labels



Matching Network

The training labels Y indicate the next interacted items for users.
A user-item matching network to explore the relationships between
users and their training items:

Lossq,g(q(Û | U,H), Y g(M train)),

where Loss can be the mean squared error.



Experimental Results

Evaluation Metrics:
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Feature Matching Machine



Feature Matching Machine



Metrics

Precision is the proportion of correctly recommended items,
i.e., preferred items existing in the recommendation list

Recall is the proportion of correctly recommended items to
the total number of items which should be recommended

HR@K is defined as the total number of correctly recommended
items divided by the total number of all users’ preferred items

NDCG: Cumulative Gain is the sum of all the relevance scores
in a recommendation set



Feature Matching Machine (Cold-Start Item)



Feature Matching Machine (Cold-Start User)



Feature Matching Machine (Cold-Start Item)



Feature Matching Machine (Cold-Start User)



Revisit of Hypergraph Convolution

Hypergraph convolution operation:

U (l+1) = σ(L−1/2HΩHTL−1/2U (l)W )

Perform convolution operation on the vertices

“Compressed” hyperedges information are incorporated in the
matrix multiplication:

HΩHT

Can it be well-explored ?

Define the convolution operations on the hyperedges



Hypergraph Convolution on Vertices-Hyperedges Network

X(l+1) = σ(L−1/2HΩHTL−1/2X(l)W )

Y (l+1) = σ(D−1/2HTΨHD−1/2Y (l)U)
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Summary

Solve hypergraph representation learning problem

Solve cold-start next-item recommendation problem: preserves
the relationships between users and the historical items and
the information of original item attributes, and captures the
relationships between users and their training items

The experimental results show that the recommendation
performance of the proposed method is better than that of
the baseline methods

Research work for graphs with multiple relations

Analysis of generalization error for the proposed approach



Thank you very much !


